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About This Game

20something is an interactive fiction game. It's a candid and honest look at dating, relationships and navigating life as a man in
his twenties, for whom interactions can provoke a little extra soul-searching. It's a semi-autobiographical tale of loneliness and

dating in the big city which touches on life while struggling with autism and depression.

20something is an emotive piece of interactive fiction featuring multiple paths, numerous choices and illustrations by Ivan
Ulyanov.The game has around 30 minutes of playable content and several high quality illustrations.
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No gameplay at all, huge level with nothing in it. It is a walking simulator for 16.99$ and not even 2 hours of gameplay.. Bugs
and false information everywhere? Seriously? I can't give a blue thumb.. Bit outdated and simplistic. physics seem a little off on
some boards. Overall not bad tho. Not great.. but not bad. Considering I got this for near nothing. it's worth the price :). Very
good idea, bur AI and controls, to me, are poor. This. Is. Damn. Creepy. And scary. And awesome.. its dead like not even bots
to let you kinda play it, i would give a thumbs up if they give bots or a single player campaign but its to late i guess ;(
. Really fun game, I first played it at SGC 2015, and instanlty loved it, it is a grat game to jsut kill some time with.. that was
terrible
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Did I just play (or try to)...first time I have ever gone for a refund on a game costing less than a buck.
Avoid this.. the plot of this game is so ridiculous that you have to play it just for that. yo you should make a reload animation, i
love this game so far, continue please

. Pink: Red is imposter
Red: no u
Everyone votes pink. Great soundtrack... Fits the game really well and even stands out on it's own.. Amazing game. I still haven't
beaten it yet, but I've put a few hours in and I really enjoy it. Excellent RPG.. The DCS MiG-15bis module comprehensively
covers this first-generation jet fighter in an unprecedented level, from its accurate flight model down to every single flip-switch.

As with any DCS World module, what you get out of it depends on what you put into it. As a newcomer to DCS World,
I\u2019ve gotten a lot of joy out of dogfighting the MiG-15\u2019s counterpart from the Korean War, the F-86 Sabre, where
air combat relied primarily on pilot skill and taking full advantage of the early jet fighters' strengths. With that said,
there\u2019s lot of room for improvement in my dogfighting abilities, but I do feel like I\u2019m improving with experience,
and I\u2019m also looking to delve deeper into MiG-15\u2019s finer details, such as performing a cold startup from memory.

The biggest knock against this module is that it\u2019s very lacking in prebuilt missions and campaigns. It would be really nice
to fly some historical Korean War missions. Perhaps they may show up in a future update or module, but for now, the DCS
website has some user-created missions and liveries that will adequately hold me over for now.

Aside from its shortcomings, the MiG-15bis is a great module for anyone interested in studying this feared Soviet aircraft. I
highly recommend a HOTAS joystick system and a head-tracking device such as TrackIR.. I am sorry mother.
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